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Blackberry Torch 9860 is amongst the famous BlackBerry Torch range and offers great improved
functions. BlackBerry itself very powerful and strong moreover holding the gadget gives a feeling of
proud and confidence. Listening to its characteristics you would feel like purchasing it any cost. This
is a fully 3.7 touch screen gadget running Blackberry OS 7 which is quite appealing. However you
would also notice that there is no QWERTY keyboard in this device so the users might miss it. It
also displays 16 million colors very beautifully and has a resolution of 480x800. This is an ideal
handset for multimedia as display quality on the screen is amazing.

The Blackberry OS 7 and Liquid Graphics technology enable the smart phone to response instantly
and great animations on its display. The gadget is fully prosperous of plenty of apps among them is
Blackberry balance app which keeps you connected between your work and private communication
itself in the smart phone. Moreover the Blackberry protect website would keep all your files safe as it
would locate, wipe and lock your gadget from any place. There is a social feeds app which provides
a facility of being stay tuned to the social networking sites and instant messaging. This includes a
long list like face Book, Google, Window messenger, blackberry messenger, and yahoo, so on.

The web browser in BlackBerry 9860 is highly superfast and is an improved version from the last
gadget as you may download the pages very fast in addition to this it had HTML5 video support and
multi-tabbed browsing. It has a 5 mega pixel camera which is amongst the best part and the clarity
of the pictures is up to the mark. In addition to this it has auto focus, face detection and image
stabilization which assist the gadget in taking a nice picture. The camera of this smart phone has
the capability of capturing videos in 720p HD resolution. The Blackberry Torch 9860 deals @

www.blackberrytorch9860contractdeals.co.uk  has a 1.2GHz processor which makes the gadget
very powerful. It has a 4GB memory and can be expanded up to 32 GB with micro SD card.
BlackBerry has four buttons on the either side of optical joystick that is call, BB trademark, Back
buttons and End.
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